CULTURE GARAGE
We support, promote and stimulate cultural change
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BY CULTURE GARAGE WE MEAN A PROTECTED SPACE IN WHICH A NEW
CORPORATE CULTURE IS CREATED
GOALS OF THE CULTURE GARAGE
●

Supporting, promoting and stimulating cultural change
in the digital age, introducing new ways of thinking,
working and leading

●

Further development of the management culture (digital
leadership)

●

Building an agile and collaborative mindset

LEARNING APPROACH
We look back
What are the foundations on which values and leadership
principles as well as organisational structures and behaviour
have been developed.
We reﬂect on how the company has successfully dealt with
change processes in the past. We show the existing
transformation experience.
How is it today
We understand the context of our current thinking, working and
leadership.
How will it be tomorrow
We develop new principles of conduct and agree on
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IN THE CULTURE GARAGE WE WORK WITH MANAGERS AND EMPLOYEES ON
CULTURAL CHANGES

TRANSFORMATIONAL
LEADERSHIP

MOMENT OF TRUTH

DIGITAL
BOOTCAMP

Digital transformation means change and
this requires new leadership styles.
Managers are in an ongoing process of
change. In the digital age, the
management team must develop a
common leadership culture.

An event, a trigger point that we have
experienced, that causes us to change our
behaviour immediately. A moment in
which we realize that we have to change
our thinking and acting. The moment of
truth.

The forthcoming changes affect all
employees. A common understanding is
needed of what the digital transformation
means for the economy, the company and
for everyone personally at work.
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TRANSFORMATIONAL
LEADERSHIP
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2-DAY TRAINING FOR ALL MANAGERS ON TRANSFORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP
Digital transformation means change, and those responsible in the company must be ready for it. The change of leadership styles requires a
continuous process of change - as a single leader and together as a leadership team.
It is about the right balance between transformational and transactional leadership as well as coordinated leadership principles.
Learning Objectives
●
Understanding of the effects of digitisation on the world of work
●

The new role of leadership in the digital age

●

Successful leadership in the digital age

●

Determination and reﬂection of the personal leadership style

●

Joint development of new leadership principles

Working Formats
●
Lectures
●

Best Practice & Case Studies

●

Discussions

●

Teamwork

●

team challenge

●

Exchange of experience & reﬂection

●

d.quark's model: agile collaboration, participation, workplace design
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MANGERS JOINTLY DEVELOP NEW LEADERSHIP STYLES AND WORKING
METHODS IN THE AGE OF DIGITAL CHANGE
Agenda Draft

● Introduce and inspire on the topic of digital transformation and
how the digital economy works (how we live and work)
● Identifying the reasons and drivers for the necessary cultural
change (distinction between analogue vs. digital culture)

● Presentation of the requirements for managers in the digital age
● Synthesizing the information regarding leadership
personalities/styles
● Setting the digital ambition level of the company

● Success factors of change initiatives
● Reﬂection of the current leadership style (leadership
questionnaire)
● Development of a common leadership style

● Agreeing on leadership principles
● Discuss challenges in change projects
● Identifying barriers and overcoming them
Wrap-Up & Closure
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MOMENT OF TRUTH
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1 DAY AS A MOMENT OF TRUTH, WHERE EXECUTIVES EXPERIENCE THE CORE
ELEMENTS OF DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
Do you know this? It is the impulse of an impressive person, a spark of inspiration, a journey, the exchange of experiences at a meeting of
like-minded people or ﬁnally a comprehensible explanation of a complicated context. An event, a trigger point that we have experienced, that
leads us to change our behaviour immediately. A moment when we realize that we have to change our thinking and acting in order to be
successful in the digital age. We call this moment the moment of truth.
Learning Objectives
●
Mediation of basics for digital transformation
●

Inspiration and courage for change

●

Introduction to the Standard Model of Digital Transformation (d.quarks)

●

Experiencing the core elements of digital transformation

●

Introduction to innovative working methods

●

Understanding of the technological possibilities

Working Formats
●
Inspiration lecture
●

Interactive session

●

Discussions

●

Exchange of experience

●

Teamwork
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MAKING DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION COMPREHENSIBLE TO MANAGERS
Agenda Draft
Welcome & Introduction
Warm-up
INSPIRE

Inspiration – How digitization is changing the way we live and work and entire value chains of companies | Lecture
d.quarks – The path to Digital Business | Introduction to the standard model for Digital Transformation

EXPERIENCE

START

Interactive
session
in groups

Session I:
Vision

Session II:
Innovation Competence

Session III:
Platform Competence

Session IV:
Cultural Change

How will my company be as
successful in the future as it
has been in the past?

How do the people in the
company become more
innovative and agile?

What technological
foundations do we need to
realize our vision of the
future?

How do we achieve a
different way of thinking,
working and leading?

How to get started how do we begin the changes in us
Closing | Networking
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DIGITAL
BOOTCAMP
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1-DAY BOOTCAMP TO BUILD RELEVANT DIGITAL SKILLS AND AN AGILE,
COLLABORATIVE MINDSET AMONG ALL EMPLOYEES
Digital transformation means change and affects all employees. Therefore, a common understanding of the meaning and effects of
digitalisation is needed. A common knowledge base is needed so that change processes can be carried out successfully.
Learning Objectives
●
Setting impulses and teaching the basics of digital transformation
●

Understanding of the effects of digitisation on the world of work, on the company and on the individual role

●

Contextualization of the current transformation projects in the company

●

Experiencing a collaborative and participatory culture

●

Introduction to innovative working methods

●

Understanding of the technological possibilities

Working Formats
●
Impulse lectures
●

Best Practice & Case Studies

●

Discussions

●

Teamwork

●

team challenge

●

Exchange of experience & reﬂection
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EMPLOYEES GAIN A COMMON UNDERSTANDING OF DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION
Agenda Draft
Welcome & Introduction
Warm-up
IMPULSE

Impulse 1 – How digitization changes our ways of living and working as well as entire value chains of companies | Lecture
Impulse 2 – Digitization@Customer
Workshop Rotation
Breakout Session 1

WORKSHOP

Breakout Session 2

Workshop A: Digital Culture

Workshop B: Digital Innovation

Workshop C: Digital Technology

● Agile Collaboration
● New Ways of Work

● Design Thinking Challenge

● Tech Showcase

Breakout Session 3

PANEL

Panel Discussion with employees and the management board
Closing | Networking
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WE ARE TRAINERS AND SPARRING PARTNERS AND PROVIDE THE NECESSARY
DIGITAL CULTURAL SKILLS

50+

years of consulting and
training experience

150+

digital transformation
projects

2500+

people trained
in digitization

Lecturers & Teaching
at universities and
the Goethe Business School

Expertise
in digital vision & strategy, innovation,
technology, architecture and cultural change
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Co-Founder & Author
Managing Director d.quarks

Co-Founder &
Managing Director d.quarks

Co-Founder & Author
Managing Director d.quarks

Mobile +49 175 920 69 76

Mobile +49 175 167 17 78

Mobile +49 175 580 33 56

carsten.hentrich@dquarks.com

manuel.hess@dquarks.com

michael.pachmajer@dquarks.com

What distinguishes "digital" from traditional companies?

More information in the
book or under
d.quarks GmbH
Ludolfusstraße 11 ⎜60487 Frankfurt
www.dquarks.com
training@dquarks.com
+49 69 707 944 84
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